What's in the Box

- 1 Liquid/Waxy Chamber (Made with Organic Cotton)
- 1 Medium Stainless Steel Pod
- 5 Stainless Steel Screens
- 1 Water Pipe adapter
- 1 Silicone Rubber Mouthpiece
- 1 Cleaning Brush
- 1 Warranty Information Card
- 1 User Manual
- 1 Charger
- 1 USB Cable
- 1 Water Pipe Adapter
- 1 Load'X Grinder and Loader
- 1 Load'X user manual.

How to Use V5.0X Mini with oil/waxy

A. Power Button

B. Ceramic Heating Chamber (note: do not turn on device while loading oil/waxy chamber)

C. Mouthpiece

G. Liquid/Waxy Chamber - (best paired with our Load'X Grinder and Loader - sold separately).

- Clearly view desired settings.
- Thoroughly and evenly heats your blend.

SLEEK, COMPACT DESIGN, FITS IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.

AUXILIARY PORTS

- Power Bank-charge USB powered devices.
- Connect with water pipe adapter for exceptional vaping experience.

LED LIGHT DISPLAY WITH SIX RANGE TEMPERATURE CONTROL:


SAVOR

For best results, do not over-pack the ceramic heating chamber with your product. Over-packing will cause air dry. For stubborn stains, rub gently with a damp cotton swab.

CERAMIC FILTER:

Use a fine paperclip or pin and gently insert between the holes. Push through thoroughly its path from the electronics.

WARRANTY

The Limited Warranty applies only to products manufactured by Flowermate Technology, LLC, which modified to alter the functionality or capability without the written permission of Flowermate or intended use as described by Flowermate Technology, LLC; (iii) a device or part that has been modified or repaired by anyone other than Flowermate Technology, LLC or its authorized agents; (iv) a device or part that has been damaged due to accident, abuse, misuse, flood, fire, earthquake, acts of God, or any other external cause; (v) a device or part that has been used in any manner not specified by Flowermate Technology, LLC; (vi) a device or part that has been disassembled, altered, or adjusted in any manner.

DISCLAIMER

This device is designed as a mobile solution for the practitioners of aromatherapy and should be used for extended use. Failure to follow these safety instructions could result in personal injury or damage. Users of this device do so at their own risk.

Do not use V5.0X Mini while charging. This will cause damage to the device. The device contains a Lithium-Ion battery. Take caution and dispose in the correct receptacle. Do not discard in trash.

VAPORIZER

The V5.0X Mini is equipped with a smart LED display to manually configure any desired use. The device features a smart memory function. It will memorize the data of current use after 5 minutes vaping. Rapidly press power button 5 times within 2 seconds to resume vaping, the device will automatically remember your last temperature level.

The device is equipped with a safety sleep mode. When the device is powered on and there is no operation, it will shut off automatically after 1 minute. This mode helps to save battery and prevent the device from heating up in case of user forgetfulness. Do not leave the device unattended when it is powered on or while the device is still hot.

To power Off V5.0X Mini, rapidly press power button 5 times within 2 seconds.

To Vape: Inhale slowly through mouthpiece and enjoy your blend. Enjoy 5 minutes of uninterrupted vaping.

During the working period, press and hold the power button for 2 seconds to turn off/on the LED light. Rapidly press power button 2 times within 1.5 seconds to advance to the next temperature level.

To Vape: Inhale slowly through mouthpiece and enjoy your blend. Enjoy 5 minutes of uninterrupted vaping.

The device contains a Ceramic Filter, it can prevent the condensation water from entering the mouthpiece and prevent the device from overheating. If you find condensation water in the mouthpiece, you can use a fine paperclip or pin and gently insert between the holes. Push through thoroughly its path from the electronics.

The other way for use:

Open slider at the bottom of V5.0X Mini and remove ceramic heating chamber (note: do not turn on device while loading oil/waxy chamber).

Fill oil/waxy chamber with at least 5 drops of oil (note: do not turn on device while loading oil/waxy chamber) oil. Let oil settle for a few seconds.

Attach V5.0X Mini mouthpiece.

Once press on/off button the output from port of USB will be 5V/1000mA (1.5A maximum for quality test) for 20 minutes, a time limit for extended use. When the device has reached its maximum temperature, the LED will turn off. To resume vaping, rapidly press power button 5 times within 2 seconds. The device will automatically remember your last temperature level. To stop output due to short circuit, the device will automatically shut off and the LED will turn off.

Do not use a damaged V5.0X Mini charger or non Flowermate Technology charger. Incompatible chargers can cause damage to the device and void the warranty. Do not clean V5.0X Mini other than instructed by Flowermate Technology, LLC. It is not recommended to clean the device with alcohol, water, or other chemicals. In case of any questions, please contact Flowermate Technology, LLC support.

SAFEGUARD:

D. LED Light Display

E. Dual PCB/IC Protection

F. Dimensions: 3.31''H x 0.79''D x 1.79''W (84mmH x 20mmD x 45.5mmW)
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